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Keith Griffiths shares vision on future cities with Forbes China 
 
In the recent interview with Forbes China, Aedas Chairman and Global Design Principal Keith Griffiths 
shares on Aedas experience and an insight for future urban development in a high density context of China.  
 
Cities evolve as they witness changes in social realities. Nowadays, to support the rapid economic growth, 
our cities are often over-burdened with highly concentrated mega-scale commercial complexes, resulting in 
urban sprawl, traffic congestion and an encroachment of the public realm. Keith relates to Chinese cities 
back in 1980s and reflects on how we can bring balances back to our cities with the help of human-centric 
design.  
 
To Keith, every city has its own character which affects their preferences for architecture. For example, 
Chengdu values accessibility to nature while Shenzhen require flexibility; Chongqing has a sense of 
randomness while Beijing goes from grandness...In Zhuhai, where Aedas has built a strong portfolio with 
Hengqin Science City Phase 1 and Phase 3 development, Hengqin IFC and numerous key projects for the city, 
curves are more frequently applied in designs to echo with the city’s meandering seashores and rolling 
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mountains. Designs of the Zhuhai projects were also rendered in response to the needs of local community, 
addressing the city’s coastal landscape and culture while incorporating its industrial focus on tourism and 
biomedical research. 
 
At a time when designers are recognized for strong personal styles, Keith insists that good architecture 
shall not be restrained by certain styles or designed without a context. Instead, it is the weather, topography, 
history, culture and even characters and living conditions of the local residents that shall be considered. 
Aedas designs are thus always simple, elegant and exquisitely sculpted to serving their purposes.  

Many complained that cities in China all look alike. Yet, this would only be temporary. With density 
increasing, Keith believes public spaces are vital to future cities. Openness, connectivity and accessibility of 
urban spaces is his key to bring unique temperaments and senses back to the cities and people within. He 
also calls for governments initiatives to utilize the massive data and advance technologies they readily 
obtained into the planning and construction of smarter and more sustainable cities.  

The fast-paced environment has placed rising demands for urban development to be more flexible, dynamic 
and convenient. In Keith’s vision for future cities, CBDs will be surrounded and interconnected with 
integrated communities built around major transportation hubs. Inside the communities are home, office 
and leisure amenities in walking distance, which would reduce pollution, pressure on traffic and time 
wastes for commuters who used to travel hours from home to the central areas.  

More porous structures will be built, allowing light, air and views to permeate the multi-layer platforms. 
These three dimensional complexes, developed on top of transportation hubs and accessible via multi-
layered public spaces, elevated parks and link bridges, will then provide citizens a “one-stop” experience 
for all their needs.  

 

  


